Rugged Test Platform (RTP)
A new approach to product testing
The Belcan Rugged Test System

Provides faster more accurate analysis and support to your customer by offering in-field testing. When supporting your customer, it is important to have the right tools for the job.

The Belcan Rugged Test System, is an automated system that powers, controls and supports digital communications with a unit that has had a reported issue.

The aim of the RTP is to enable in-field diagnostics, in order to avoid costly downtime due to removal of components that are suspect, but not necessarily faulty. The RTP can simulate the power and communication protocol a device requires to operate in isolation from the system its fitted in.

**Key Features**

- Cost affective
- Rugged Design – easy to transport
- Touch Screen Interface
- Supports Automatic and Manual testing
- Programmable Voltage and Current Output
- Voltage and Current Monitor
- Records Event Time and Date
- Pass/Fail Detection in-built
- Test Results Export Function
- Real-time Graph Data Display
- Input Voltage 110 to 230 VAC (13Amp)

The Automatic Repeat Test Capability, combined with Error Detection Functionality, allows for repeated tests to be carried out, with no operator input.

All Tests can be recorded and reviewed at the end, to provide an accurate assessment of the product function.

**Global Delivery Network**

- 10,000+ Employees
- 1958 Established
- 60+ Locations worldwide